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ON THE DERIVATIVE OF A POLYNOMIAL

BY

N. K. GOVIL, Q. I. RAHMAN AND G. SCHMEISSER

1. Introduction and statement of results

It is well known that if Pn (z)= Y=o c,,z" is a polynomial of degree at most
n, then (,for references see [16])

(1) max Ip’,,(z)[--< n max IP, (z)l,

where equality holds if and only if pn(z) is a constant multiple of zn. If
p.(z) : 0 in Izl< 1, then [11], [5], [2]

(2) max Ip’.(z)l <
Izl=l

_
maXlzl=1

llgn(z)l

On the other hand, we have [18]

(3) max [p’.(z)l >
tzt=l

_
maxtl= Ip,(z)l

if p,(z) is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in [zl--< 1. Hence in
(2) (as well as in (3)) equality holds for all polynomials p,(z) of degree n
which have all their zeros on Izl- 1.

Inequality (2) can be replaced [12], [9] by

(4) max Ip’ (z)l max Ip. (z)l
Izl--a 1 +K Izl=l

if p, (z)4:0 in [z[ < K, where K> 1. Here, we have equality if

{ (7) 1
ze i’’ (un) 1

(zei)"+...+(5) p,(z) Co 1 + +... + K---z
Besides, it can be shown that if a polynomial p, (z) of degree n having all its
zeros in [zl >--K> 1 is not of this form, then strict inequality holds in (4). In
other words, there is equality in (4) for pn(z) "--o c,,z" 0 in [z[ <K
(K> 1) if and only if [c/col n/K.
Now let us consider the following problem. Given that the polynomial

fn (Z) Z=I a,,z"

is univalent in lzl < 1 how large can (maxlzl= 1 If’,,(z)l)/max,l= If,,(z)l be? We
may apply (4) to the polynomial p,_(z)=f,(z)/z =’YY- c,,z" which is of
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degree n- 1 and does not vanish [10] in

(6) Izl < 2 sin rr/n.

However, this cannot lead to a sharp estimate

maxlzl=l I(z)l since [3], [4]

_< if n 3,
3

whereas, in general [6, p. 319]

(7’) Cl -<2 cos
n+3

We would do better if we knew the improvement that can be obtained in (4)
when Ica/col is given to be -<cn/K where 0-<c-<l. Given that p,(z)=
Y."=o c,,z" =/=0 in Izl<K (K> 1) it is indeed desirable to know the depen-
dence of

(8) max Ip(z)l]/max IP. (z)l
Izl= / tz[=l

on the coefficients Co, cl,..., c, (1-<re-<n). It is dear that these coeffi-
cients are not quite arbitrary. For example, if

p,(z)= c,,z"=/:O in Iz[<K,

then ICl/Co[ -< FI/K,

2K2 c2 K2 (C12

(9) (n- 1) In(-77-1) Co n2 \/
K2

Cl

The latter relationship is not obvious but can be proved as follows.
The polynomial p,(Kz) 0 in Izl < 1 and hence by a result of Dieudonn6

[7],

p’(Kz) n

p.(Kz) 1
Z

,(z)

where q(z) is analytic and I#(z)] -< 1 in Izl < 1. Thus, if q(z) Y__o %z then
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or

Co Co \Col

Comparing coefficients on the two sides, we get

KCl Wyo
Co

n(, +).
Co

Since I(z)l_<l in ]z]<l, we have [13, p. 172, exercise # 9] IToll,
IT + ]Tol 1, and therefore

=1o1,

(n 1) n(n2K’- 1) C,co K" ,Co/(C’" -nK’{2--c’-(c’Z,/, (c,)’
I1 1-1oa 1-

c

Inequalities (10), (11) below give respectively, the dependence of (8) on
Ic/col and on co, c, c.
To 1. If N(z)==o cz is a polynomial of degree n having all its

zeros in z K 1, then

ICol +g levi(10) max Ip(z) n =Il= (1 + KZ)n ICoI+ 2K Ical
max Ip.(z)l

furthermore
(11)

where

(12)

n (1-1XI)(I+KIAI)+K(n-1)IIx-AI
max Ip.(z)l

I+K(1-1XI)(1-K+K=+K hl)+K(n-1)llx-h2ltz,=

K C 2K2
c2

n Co n(n- 1) Co
It follows from (9) that the quantity appearing on the right hand side of

(11) is, in general, smaller than the one appearing on the right hand side of
(10).

F_Nuality in (10), (11). For even n, equality holds in (10) for

p,(z) Co (ze i" + Kei)"/2(ze" +Ke-)"/2= co 1+ (cos a)ze’" +...
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where y and a are arbitrary real numbers. Whether n is even or odd,
equality holds in (11) for

(13) p,(z)=co--g(z+g)’1 2+2Kg
na nl+K2
--1

=Co l+az+ l+(n-2)a-n_nl(1-a) nz+...

and in fact for p(ze’) for all real , if n is an integer such that n/3 n n,
n n is even, and

3n-nal.

The hypotheses nl >--n13 and

3rtl-- n 3rtl-- rt

n + n 2n

make sure that maxl..l__ Ip(z)l and max,zl= Ip’,(z)l are both attained at z 1.
Hence

max Ip’(z)l
Izl =1 /’t

max [p.(z)[ (1 +K)(1 +2K na-n-------l +K:z)Izl =1 i

This is easily seen to be equal to

n

1 +K (i- I)t I)(1-K+K2 +K I)t I) + K(n 1)

since for our polynomial h a and

tx-h2=
1 {1 a2 2(1 a)2 n }n-1 n-nl

1’11(1 -i’- 2K
l’l’a I’1’1 ) ( ’]+K2 +(n-nO(l+K) I+Kna-n

1--I /

which is non-negative because we supposed that

3n-n 3n-na.
n+nl 2n

It may be mentioned that not all polynomials of degree n (having all their
zeros in Izl_> K> 1) for which equality holds in (11) are covered by p,(zei),
where p,(z) has the form (13).
Coming back to our problem about univalent polynomials, if f3(z)=

alz+a2z2+a3z3 is univalent in Izl<l, then we may apply (10) to the
quadratic

P2(Z) a + a2z + a3z2
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which does not vanish in Izl< and where lal<-(2V/3)lal, to conclude
that

1+42
max Ip(z)l max
Izl=l 2+/ Izl=l

Since f3(z)= zp2(z), we have

max Ipz(z)l max I(z)l
Izl=l Izl=l

max If(z)l--< max (IPz(Z)l + Ip(z)l)-<
Izl=l Izl=l

3+242
max [p2(z)l

2 +x/ Izl=l

and the following corollary holds.

COROLLARY 1. If f3(z) alz + a2z
2 + a3z3 is univalent in Izl < 1, then

(14)
3+242

max If(z)l max Ih(z)l
Izl=l 2 +X/ Izl=1

The estimate is sharp and equality holds for

/3(z) aa z +-- z2+1/2z 3

If p.(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then q.(z)" z"p.(l/) is a polyno-
mial of degree at most n and [p.(z)[ [q.(z)[ on Iz] 1. Besides,

(15) max Ip’(z)l n max Ip.(z)l-max [q’(z)l
Izl=l Izl=l Izl=l

If p,(z) has all its zeros in Izl k _<1, then q,(z) has all its zeros in
Izl_> 1/_> 1. Hence we may apply Theorem 1 to q,(z) and deduce from
(15) the following

COROLLARY 2. If p,(z)= Y2=0 CvZ is a polynomial of degree n having all
its zeros in Izl-< t _< 1, then

n Ic, + Ic,-l
.(16) max Ip’,(z)l > n

,zl= (1 + kZ)n Ic.12 Ic.-l maxll=x
furthermore
(17)

max Ip’.(z)l->

where

(18)

n(1- Iol)(1 + kz Iol) + (n- 1)k/f- to2l
l+k( Iol)(1 k+k=+k I,ol)+(n 1)k Ill to21 maxl,l=l

1 c.-1 2 c.-2
nk c. n(n-1)k2 c.
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Like (10), (11), the inequalities (16), (17) cannot, in general, be improved.
Corollary 2 improves upon the estimate [12]

(19) max Ip’,(z)[ >
Izl=l 1 + k max Ip,(z)l

which also happens to be sharp.

An application of (16). If we wish to study the location of the zeros of a
polynomial p, (z)= Y."--0 c,z in terms of its norm (cf. [15])

1119,1[ max

we need some further information about the polynomial in order to get
non-trivial conclusions. Thus, to mention a simple example, the polynomial
p,(z) has at least one simple zero in the disk

and this result is best possible as long as the coefficient c, is the only
additional information given. In view of the well known Gauss-Lucas
theorem we may apply inequality (16) repeatedly to get the following
analogous result involving [Co[, [c1[ instead of [c,[.
COROLLARY 3. The polynomial p,(z)= Y"=o cz has at least one zero in

(20) Iz[--<max {1’ ((1+-1n Cl

where

As a supplement to (19) it was shown by Govil [8] that if K-> 1, then for a
polynomial p,(z) of degree n having all its zeros in [zl--< K,

(21) maxll=l [p’.(z)l >
1 + K" maxll= IP. (z)l.

Here we shall give a simpler proof of the latter inequality. In fact, it is not
much harder to prove the following more general result.

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be an entire function of order 1 type "r having all its
zeros in Im z >-1, where rl <-O. If

log [f(re’/2)
hf(r/2) lim sup --< 0

and sup_=<<= If(x)l M<, then

T
(22) sup If’(x)l>M.

-=<<= 1 + e

The result is sharp and equality in (22) holds ]’or the function e-e-’.
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Inequality (21) can be obtained by applying Theorem 2 to the function
p,(e*).

Finally, we prove"

THEOREM 3. If f(z) is an entire function of exponential type r such that
hf(er/2)-<r-< r, then at an arbitrary point Xo of the real axis which is not a
simple zero of f(z), we have

(23) xx If(x)l -< 4M2- If(xo)l2,
=o 2

where M=sup_oo<x<oo Ifi(x)l. The example f(z)=e’Z-e-’z shows that the
result is best possible.

Remark. Notice that

d
xx If(x)l If’(x)l.

However, the function f(z)= e*- ee-*’ with sufficiently small e > 0 shows
that under the assumptions of Theorem 3 nothing better than Bernstein’s
inequality [f’(x)l <---M can be obtained as an upper bound for

COROLLARY 4. If p,(Z) is a polynomial of degree at most n, then at an
arbitrary point eo on the unit circle which is not a simple zero of p,(z), we
have

Ip. (e*)l -M2-IP.(e where M max IP, (z)l.
0=0o 2 izl=l

2. A lemma

For the proof of inequality (11) we shall need the following:

LEMMA. If f(z) is analytic and If(z)l-< 1 in Izl< 1, then

(1-lal) Izq+lbzl+lal (1- lal)
(24) If(z)l<-Ial (1-[al)[zl2+lbzl+(1-1al) (Izl< 1),

where a f(O), b f’(O). The example

( )/(z-za 1- z-azf(z)= a+l+a l+a

shows that the estimate is sharp.

Proof. Let us assume that If(0)l < 1 since otherwise the result is obvious.
Choose / such that f(0)e*= If(0)[ and consider the function

1 e*f(z)-If(O)l
,(z)

z If(0)l e’er(z) 1
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which is analytic in [z[< 1 and satisfies [(z)l- 1 there. Further

f’(O)e’q(0)
If(0)l_ 1

Hence by a well known inequality [1, p. 167], which is proved by applyin
Schwarz’s Lemma to the function

we have

(z):=
(z)-(o)
(O)(z)- 1

If’(o)l
1 If(0)l

(25) [(z)l-< [f’(0)’l "h(z) (Iz[<l),

1_ if(0)la Izl+ 1

i.e.

e’f(z)-lf(O)l <-[z[A(z) (Iz[< 1).
]f(0)l e’f(z) 1

From this an upper bound for If(z)l can be deduced in precisely the same
way as (25) is obtained from the inequality [(I)(z)l--< Izl. Indeed, e*’f(z) lies in
the disk D which is the image of {w: [w[--<lz A(z)} by the MSbius transfor-
mation

w If(0)l
If(O)lw-l’

this leads to the desired result.

3. Proofs of the theorems

Proof of Theorem 1.

ioe.

Consequently,

Hence if

Since p,(z)0 in [.z[<K, we have [17, p. 33]
np,(z)+(K-z)p’dz):pO for IKl<g, lzl<g,

np, (z)- zp’.(z) -y:: -p(z) for 11 < K, [z[ < K.

np(z)-zp’.(z)
<1
_

for IzI<--K.

f(z)
Kp(Kz)

rip,, (Kz Kzp’,,(Kz
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then I/(z)l 1 for Izl< 1, f(0)--Kcl/nco, so that [13, p. 167]

Thus in particular

1
1+

+1
Inp.(z)-zp’(z)l

If q.(z):=z"p,(1/), then, on Izl--1, Inp(z)-zp’(z)llq’(z)l, and there-
fore

11+
+1

Iq’,,(z)l (Izl 1).

Combining this with the inequality (see for example [9, p. 511])

(26) max ([p(z)l + Iq(z)l) <-- n max IP, (z)l
Izl=l Izl=l

valid for all polynomials of degree at most n, we get (10).
In order to prove (11), we observe that

f’(0)=(n-1){ 2KZc: -(Kc----A’]z]=(n-1)(t-.z)
n(n-1)Co ,nco/ .

and then we use the lemma to conclude that

I(z)l (1-1xl)Izl+(n-1)I-x=l Izl+lxl (1-1xl)
<-Ixl (1-1xl)Izl=/(--1)I-x=l Izl/(1-1xl) (Izl<l).

Hence for Izl 1, we have

1 (1-1xl)/(n-1)I-x=l K/IXl (1-1Xl)KIP"(z)l-< IXl (1-IXl)/(n-1)I-X=I K/(1-1Xl)K

and this combined with (26) gives us (11).

Proof of Theorem 2. If g(z) is an entire function of exponential type
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such that

(i) g(z) = 0 for Im z > -rl >-- 0,

log g(rei/2)
(ii) hg (7r/2) lim sup 0,

(iii) sup Ig(x)l M<0%

then ([14], see the proof of (1.7) and in particular p. 52, line

(27) Ig’(x)l <- e-’ [g’(x)- ig(x)l for -o< x <

If f(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then the Phragm6n-Lindel6f
principle ([1, Theorem 1.4.2]; also see [1, Theorem 6.2.4]) shows that
hf(-Tr/2) must be - and so g(z)" e’f() satisfies all the three conditions
mentioned above. Consequently, Iff(x)+if’(x)l<_e-’ If’(x)l for-<x<
which implies that

If(x)l<--(l+e-’n) If’(x)l for -w<x<.

This gives the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let sup_oo<<oo If(x)l-M< oo. Then

M
F(z)" f(z)f(2)---

is an entire function of exponential type r+r and sup_=<<= [F(x)l-< M2/2.
Besides, F(z) is real for real z. Hence according to a theorem of Duffin and
Schaeffer (see for example [1, p. 215])

(, +) If(x)? +--U-M If(x)? + If(x)l -< -T ( +’)"

From this it follows that at an arbitrary point Xo of the real axis where
f(Xo) 0 inequality (23) holds. By continuity, it is true at every point of the
real axis other than a simple zero of f(z).
For the proof of Corollary 4 we have only to note that f(z) p,(eiz) is an

entire function of exponential type <--n and hf(Tr/2)_<O.
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